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COOLRAY 
Inspires, motivates,
and unleashes your desire for an exciting adventure



Designed to outshine peers with the 

exclusive Lavender color and 

intelligent driving assistance that 

keeps you running at full confidence

DAZZLINGLY

INTELLIGENT SUV

Break Boundaries with Energy

Express your attitude



The new COOLRAY

Impressive color stands out through its eye-catching young spirit

and goes perfectly with the new edgy design.

 Crafted for cool style to empower your journey

Intelligent Energy
L2 intelligent driving assistance adds an extra layer of safety and convenience

4 Way Video Recording LKA (Lane Keeping Assist) system

IHBC (Intelligent High Beam Control) systemBSD (Blind Spot Detection) system



Brand-new Geely Energy Burst exterior design language

Energy Matrix LED headlamp with 3-dash design daytime 

running lights

Robust front air inlet grills adopts the dark black Geely 

Energy Storm design, creating an ambience 

like a burst of energy

18-inch tomahawk-style wheel

Quad exhaust pipes (Dual exhaust pipes on both sides not 

only enhance the performance but also 

elevate the sporty appearence)
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Dynamic Red and Black interior option

10.25-inch digital dashboard & 12.3-inch HD touch screen

Premium multi-functional leather steering wheel

Ergonomically designed suede seats with ventilation

Fantastic rhythmic ambient lighting

Revolution from within

Carplay AvailableCarplay Available



Powertrain Energy
COOLRAY energizes you with its impressive performance

7-speed wet dual-clutch transmission 1.5 TD four-cylinder engine

Fantastic rhythmic ambient lighting

99% antibacterial rate with 4 way adjustment

Design Energy
Define the differences with unique design aesthetics

Safety Energy
All around protection to ensure safety while driving

6 airbags

Air purification system

540” panoramic view



THE NEW COOLRAY SPECIFICATION

172hp7.6s290N·m215/55 R18

4380mm1800mm1609mm2600mm

LENGTH

COLOR BODY

POWER & SPEED

WIDTHHEIGHTWHEELBASE

HORSEPOWER0-100km/hTORQUEWHEEL SIZE

10.25 inch + 12.3 inch screen

Exclusive Lavender color  

Panoramic LED rear light bar

Auto headlamp

Panoramic sunroof

Ambient lighting

Rain sensor

Power tailgate

Auto-hold

Driver seat 6-way power adjustment 

Front row ventilation

Remote start

Rear AC outlet

4 drive modes (sport,comfort,eco,adaptive)

ABS+EBD

ICC (Intelligent Cruise Control)

LKA (Lane Keeping Assist)

BSD (Blind Spot Detection)

IHBC (Intelligent High Beam Control)

4 Way Video Recording

Autonomous parking assistant

540° panoramic view

6 airbags

Wireless charging

TPMS

Flowing integrated double screen

GREYLAVENDER WHITE RED BLUE

Purple rims only for 

the lavender color,

the rest will be 

blacked rims  

ICC (Intelligent Cruise Control) system



www.geelyautoiraq.com

/geelyautoiraq


